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Pencil Toppers
DIFFICULTY: Easy

Approximate time of project: 30 mins (not including 
drying time)

MATERIALS
Makr Air Dry Clay
Sullivans Joggle Eyes Stick On

STEPS
• Pick your favourite colour or combination of colours. You  
 might want to give your Topper a face, hair, or even just   
 put a fun swirl pattern through the clay, so having   
 multiple colours to play with will give you options

• To create the base shape, grab a small amount of clay and  
 roll into a ball in the palms of your hands

• Gently massage the clay to shape and then carefully push  
 the bottom of a pencil through the underside about 3cm  
 in to create a hole

• Add other features, such as hair, a nose, lips, by rolling   
 separate pieces of clay and pressing gently onto the base.  
 As the clay dries these pieces will stick together

• Press two Joggle Eyes where you’d like the eyes to go. Use  
 the Stick On eyes as they have flat undersides which will  
 sit nicely on top of the clay

• If you want to add more you can add glitter, sequins,   
 beads... anything you like to give your Topper a bit   
 more pizazz. In our example we are only using clay, but   
 the options for decorating are endless

• Find something like a block of foam that you can balance  
 the pencils in while you leave the clay to dry. It is 

important that the clay is not touching anything while it  
dries to make sure it dries smoothly

• Leave overnight to dry thoroughly

• The clay will be sturdy and lightweight once dried, making  
 it the perfect material for adding some personality to your  
 favourite pencils - some new little friends to keep you   
 company while you draw, write and learn!


